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1886-1890 The speech was highly successful. Its combative acerbity
Age 33-37 Delighted the Irish. Mr. GladHtono had heard Aaquith spoak
before at some function of the Eighty Club. Tho high estimate he
formed of the earlier performance waB confirmed by the present
speech. The House was impressed by its argumentative cogency
and literary finish, and hardly les» by the authoritative tone with
which it was delivered. Here was no fumbling novice or promising
amateur, but a seasoned fighter, sure, with an aHHurance which
usually experience alone can beget, of his cobo, hin audience, and
himself. It was often said of Asquith afterward** that ho was never
a member of the rank and file. From the ntart ho iiHHumod the
manner of a front bencher and the House accepted him at his own
valuation.
The Bill was carried with the help of the Liberal Unioniatfl, includ-
ing Joseph Chamberlain, the arch-onomy of coercion in days when
the condition of Ireland had been woiho. In this matter, m in so
many others, Chamberlain did nothing by halves Hi» temperament
abhorred the fence and the hedge. If ho could no longer bo the one
thing, he must be flatly and whole-heartedly the other.
So began " twenty years of resolute government."
Two other incidents in 1887 brought Anquith prominently into
public notice.
On 25th May he wrote a letter to The Tirnw defending the extru-
sion from the Eighty Club of its Liberal Unionkb memborw* In the
interests of these last, and of Chamberlain in particular, a roBolution
had been proposed that the guests of the Club should not be limited to
either section of the Liberal Party. To this resolution an amend-
ment was moved, and carried by a great majority, committing the
Club to the propagation of Home Rule, and inferentially barring the
return of the arch-rebel and his followers. Chamberlain, Hartington,
Goschen, and Bright thereupon resigned* Complaints of proscription
and excommunication were in the air, Asquith temperately, but
with firmness, defended the action of the Club. " The choice lay,"
he wrote, " between the loss of valuable members and the complete
paralysis of the Club. We delayed making it as long as we could,
but the occasion was forced on us at last by the minority, and as we
had to choose, I do not see how, having regard to the views of the
majority and the objects of the Club, we could have done otherwise
than we did."
He struck the same note later in the same year, in a speech at a
meeting of the National Liberal Federation at Nottingham (18th
,    October, 1887).  Moving a resolution of confidence in the policy of

